The horse, the king and the cuckoo: The more I studied the Mirabilia urbis Romae whUe preparing this lecture, the more convinced I became that its tale about 372 the equestrian statue is what it purports to be: an attempt to deduce the statue's historical meaning, rather than a calculated instrument of eleventh-or twelfth-century politics. I also came to see that the synecdochic parable I had planned to tell was not so simple. The paradigm of the loss of classical culture (epitomized by the ability to recognize the statue as 
Background
The mainstream tradition of late classical historiography is very favorable to Marcus Aureiius, beginning emperors, magnanimous, temperate, diligent, and humane.
Cassius Dio famously pronounced the transition from his reign to that of his son Gommodus a descent 'from a idngdom of gold to one of iron and rust'.-' The emperor was It is not necessary to concur in Thielemann's interpretation of the allegory-to agree that the allegorical mode distinguishes the story of the Horse Tamers fundamentally from that of the Lateran rider. The cue to medieval viewers to search for another level of meaning in the Horse Tamers seems to have been the nudity of the heroes, although as Thielemann demonstrates, the crux of the allegory was found in the nudity of the horses, that is, the lack of reins.®^ The equestrian statue, by contrast, was read as history, although the understanding of history was sui generis, unlike ours or even Master Gregory's a century later. History was a fairy-tale realm of incalculable antiquity ('the time of consuls and senators'). It was not fixed in any text, but was embedded in the relics and debris of Roman topography.
History was whatever story the monuments might choose to tell. Master Gregory approached the city differently, with a history preconstructed from his reading: principally Lucan and Virgil, the same texts we use today. As mentioned earlier, his learned identification of the statue of Marcus
Aureiius came from Livy, albeit probably through oral intermediaries.
In its treatment of history the Mirabilia resembles the 31) , in which the real horse is at the center and appears to strike the same pose as the bronze one."* Intentionally or not, its juxtaposition to living horses is indicative of a prominent strain in the statue's critical fortune, the tendency to judge its quality by the degree of verisimilitude of the horse.
When it came to horses everyone was a critic. Gibbon There is in nature no head of a horse more beautiful and more spirited than that of the horse of Marcus Aureiius. The portrait lacks any expression of vigor or will to power.
The language of lack is rex'ealing. Medieval interpreters, at a loss to decode intended signifcrs, resorted to explaining gaps and absences: weapons, armor, a saddle, or in the case of the 
